Distinct tmRNA sequence elements facilitate RNase R engagement on rescued ribosomes for selective nonstop mRNA decay
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ABSTRACT

trans-Translation, orchestrated by SmpB and tmRNA, is the principal eubacterial pathway for resolving stalled translation complexes. RNase R, the leading nonstop mRNA surveillance factor, is recruited to stalled ribosomes in a trans-translation dependent process. To elucidate the contributions of SmpB and tmRNA to RNase R recruitment, we evaluated Escherichia coli–Francisella tularensis chimeric variants of tmRNA and SmpB. This evaluation showed that while the hybrid tmRNA supported nascent polypeptide tagging and ribosome rescue, it suffered defects in facilitating RNase R recruitment to stalled ribosomes. To gain further insights, we used established tmRNA and SmpB variants that impact distinct stages of the trans-translation process. Analysis of select tmRNA variants revealed that the sequence composition and positioning of the ultimate and penultimate codons of the tmRNA ORF play a crucial role in recruiting RNase R to rescued ribosomes. Evaluation of defined SmpB C-terminal tail variants highlighted the importance of establishing the tmRNA reading frame, and provided valuable clues into the timing of RNase R recruitment to rescued ribosomes. Taken together, these studies demonstrate that productive RNase R-ribosomes engagement requires active trans-translation, and suggest that RNase R captures the emerging nonstop mRNA at an early stage after establishment of the tmRNA ORF as the surrogate mRNA template.

INTRODUCTION

Ribosomes perform the essential task of protein synthesis in all cells. The translation machinery uses genetic information encoded within messenger RNAs (mRNAs) to synthesize new polypeptides. However, defective mRNAs that lack some of the required information content arise routinely and cause a myriad of problems for the cell. For instance, generation of nonstop mRNAs, mRNAs that lack in-frame stop codons, trigger ribosome stalling and sequestration of the components of the translation machinery (1–6). Such unproductive sequestration of ribosomes could lead to severe reduction in the protein-synthesis capacity of the cell, diminishing its ability to respond to environmental changes and compete for resources with its neighbors.

Nature has evolved a variety of quality control mechanisms to counteract futile ribosome-stalling events, and ensure the efficiency and accuracy of protein synthesis. Among the three pathways discovered in bacteria, trans-translation is the major mode of translational quality control. The importance of this system is exemplified by the fact that it is essential for survival and/or virulence of several pathogenic bacterial species (7–11). The two key components of this highly conserved system are transfer-mRNA (tmRNA) encoded by the ssrA gene (12) and its protein partner Small protein B (SmpB) (13). The 3′ and 5′ ends of tmRNA fold to form a tRNA-like domain that is recognized and aminoacylated by alanyl-tRNA synthetase. tmRNA also contains an mRNA-like domain with a short open reading frame (ORF) in lieu of the anticodon loop. SmpB is a small globular protein that binds to the tRNA-like domain of tmRNA and delivers it to stalled ribosomes (13). Previous studies have shown that the C-terminal tail of SmpB plays an important role in proper accommodation and accurate decoding of the tmRNA ORF (14,15). Together with elongation factor Tu (EF-Tu) and guanosine triphosphate (GTP), alanine-charged tmRNA and SmpB form a quaternary complex that recognizes stalled ribosomes with an empty A-site, devoid of coding information. Once tmRNA is accommodated in the A-site, the nascent polypeptide chain is transferred to the alanine residue on the tRNA-like domain of tmRNA. By a mechanism that is facilitated in part by amino acid residues in the C-terminal tail of SmpB, the ribosome switches from the defective mRNA template, and starts decoding the tmRNA ORF as a surrogate template (15). The tmRNA ORF also encodes for...
an in-frame stop codon that ensures proper termination of protein synthesis, ribosome rescue and recycling of components of the translation machinery. As a consequence, the nascent polypeptide is co-translationally appended with a short peptide sequence (the ssrA tag or degron) encoded by the tmRNA ORF, marking the nascent polypeptide for degradation by various cellular proteases (12,16–19).

Persistence of aberrant transcripts in the cell could lead to futile cycles of translation. Targeted elimination of such defective mRNAs is a distinct outcome of the trans-translation process. In order to capture and degrade aberrant mRNAs, RNase R, a 3′-5′ exoribonuclease, is recruited to SmpB–tmRNA rescued ribosomes (20). Recent studies have demonstrated that the unique C-terminal lysine-rich domain of RNase R is essential for the trans-translation related activity of RNase R (20–22). Investigations into the importance of the tmRNA ORF in nonstop mRNA decay revealed that mutating the last two codons in the tmRNA ORF increase the half-life of nonstop mRNAs in the cell (21). Although it is known that SmpB and tmRNA are essential for selective degradation of defective mRNAs, their precise role in enabling RNase R to perform this targeted task is not clearly understood. It should be noted that although homologues of SmpB, tmRNA and RNase R are present in all sequenced bacterial species (4,5,18,23–27), a systematic study of the conservation of their individual functions has not been performed. Our data suggest that these surveillance factors are active in Escherichia coli, Yersinia pseudotuberculosis, Yersinia pestis and Francisella tularensis (7,8,28,29), implying that their individual functions in translation quality assurance might be similarly conserved. Studies in Caulobacter crescentus are consistent with this conclusion (30).

The SmpB–tmRNA ribosome rescue complex recognizes and binds stalled ribosome with an empty A-site decoding center. A recent structural model of the ribosome-bound SmpB–tmRNA complex revealed the details of the initial A-site binding stage of the trans-translation process (31). Consistent with biochemical studies, upon binding to the stalled ribosome, the C-terminal tail of SmpB occupies the empty mRNA channel, presumably making critical contacts with components of the channel and the A-site decoding center (14,15,32). These putative contacts must subsequently be disrupted in order for the tmRNA ORF to be established as the surrogate mRNA template. Biochemical analyses of SmpB protein show that mutations in the hinge region, especially the highly conserved Gly132 and residues Ile153 and Met154 in the C-terminal tail, abolish proper establishment of tmRNA ORF and the subsequent peptide tagging activity (14,15). The functions of SmpB and tmRNA in direct-proteolysis of nascent polypeptide have been studied in great detail. However, the mechanistic details of when and how the SmpB–tmRNA system facilitates proper engagement of RNase R has remained unexplored.

In studies described here, we present biochemical evidence that provide insights into the effect of SmpB and tmRNA on the timing and productive engagement of RNase R on rescued ribosomes. In an effort to decipher the contributions of specific SmpB and tmRNA sequence elements to nonstop mRNA decay, we designed hybrid versions of SmpB and tmRNA, from genetically distant bacterial species, in which the mRNA-like domain of tmRNA or the C-terminal tail of SmpB from E. coli was substituted with the equivalent sequences from F. tularensis. From the study of hybrid constructs, we observed that while the tmRNA ORF hybrid was functionally active in rescuing stalled ribosomes and tagging the associated nascent polypeptides, it exhibited significant defects in the recruitment of RNase R to stalled ribosomes. Furthermore, these defects were not mitigated when the cognate SmpB C-terminal tail hybrid was co-expressed. Investigation of the tmRNA hybrid suggested that the sequence composition, positioning, and length of the tmRNA ORF play a key role in RNase R recruitment to the translation machinery. To gain further mechanistic insights, we used defined SmpB and tmRNA variants that impact distinct stages of the trans-translation process. This analysis revealed that the identity and positioning of sequence elements within the distal part of the tmRNA ORF play decisive roles in the facilitating RNase R enrichment on stalled ribosomes to initiate nonstop mRNA decay. Taken together, our investigations demonstrate that productive engagement of RNase R with rescued ribosome requires the presence of specific tmRNA sequence elements, and occurs at an early stage of the trans-translation process after establishment of the tmRNA ORF as the surrogate template.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Strains and plasmid**

*Escherichia coli* strain W3110 rnr::kan’ ΔsmpBssrA was obtained by P1 transduction using Keio deletion strains as donors (33). The coding region of the N-terminal domain of λ-Cl protein was used as the reporter gene (pλ-cI-nonstop or pλ-cI-NS). A corresponding stop reporter plasmid (pλ-cl-stop or pλ-cI-S) was synthesized by introducing two tandem stop codons (TAA) before the transcriptional terminator sequence by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) based site-directed mutagenesis. Both reporter constructs have a six-histidine (His6) epitope tag at the 5′ end of their coding region. The pACYCDuet-1 plasmid, harboring the *E. coli* smpB-ssrA genes under their native promoter in MCS-1 and *E. coli* or *F. tularensis*-derived rnr gene under the *pBad* promoter in MCS-2, was used as a template to synthesize single and double hybrids of SmpB and tmRNA (pBA-R). *E. coli*-F. tularensis hybrid of SmpB (SmpBFT) was synthesized by swapping the region coding for residues 128–160 of *E. coli* SmpB with the region coding for residues 128–157 of *F. tularensis* SmpB. tmRNA ORF hybrid (tmRNAFT) was synthesized by swapping tmRNA ORF and helix 5 of *E. coli* (bases 90–150) with that of *F. tularensis* (bases 110–200). SmpB I154D/M155E and SmpB G132E variants were obtained by PCR based site-directed mutagenesis. The last two alanine codons of *E. coli* tmRNA ORF in pBA-R plasmid were mutagenized to two aspartic acid codons (pBAED-R) by PCR based site-directed mutagenesis. To generate pBAED-R plasmid, encoding the tmRNAED variant, codons for aspartic acid and glutamic acid at positions three and four of the tmRNA ORF were swapped by PCR based site-directed mutagenesis. The plasmid constructs used in this study are listed in the Table 1.
Northern blot analysis

_Escherichia coli_ W3110 _mr::kan σΔ_smpBssrA_ harboring pBA-R, pBA-R<sup>FT</sup> or pBA-R based SmpB-tmRNA variants was co-transformed with the <i>ph-cI-NS</i> or <i>ph-cI-S</i> reporter mRNA expression plasmids. Overnight cultures of the strains were diluted 1:100 in Luria-Bertani Broth containing 0.01% arabinose, 100 μg/ml of Ampicillin and 30 μg/ml of Chloramphenicol. The cultures were grown at 37°C, with vigorous shaking at 180 rpm. Upon reaching mid-log OD<sub>600</sub>, the reporter gene expression was induced by the addition of 1 mM final concentration of isopropyl β-D-thiogalactoside (IPTG) for one hour. For rifampicin chase assay, 250 μl of rifampicin (34 mg/ml) was used to inhibit transcription, and the assay was performed as described (20). Equal number of cells were harvested and total RNA was isolated using TRI Reagent as per manufacturer’s instruction (MRC Inc.). Equivalent amounts of total RNA from each sample were resolved by electrophoresis on 15% Tris–Tricine polyacrylamide gels. The RNA was transferred to Hybond N+ membrane (GE Healthcare) by electrophoresis on 1.5% formaldehyde-agarose gels. The amounts of total RNA from each sample were resolved as per manufacturer’s instruction (MRC Inc.) Equal vested and total RNA was isolated using TRI Reagent and membranes. Western blot analysis was performed using primary polyclonal anti-rNase R antibody and secondary donkey anti-mouse antibody conjugated to a fluorescent dye. The bands were detected using the Odyssey Infrared Imaging System.

Ribosome enrichment assay

This assay was performed as per previously published protocol (20,34). _E. coli_ W3110 _mr::kan σΔ_smpBΔssrA_ harboring pBA-R, pBA-R<sup>FT</sup> or pBA-R based SmpB-tmRNA variants was co-transformed with <i>ph-cI-NS</i> or <i>ph-cI-S</i>. Cells were grown in Luria-Bertani (Miller) broth containing 100 μg/ml of Ampicillin, 30 μg/ml of Chloramphenicol and 0.02% arabinose until OD<sub>600</sub> ~0.8. Reporter gene expression was induced using 1 mM final concentration of IPTG for one hour. Harvested cells were resuspended in enrichment buffer (50 mM Tris–HCl pH 7.5, 300 mM NH₄Cl, 20 mM MgCl₂, 2 mM β-ME and 10 mM Imidazole) and lysed by French press. Clarified cell lysate was layered onto 32% sucrose solution in enrichment buffer and ribosomes were pelleted by ultracentrifugation at 100 000 × g for 16–18 h. Ribosomes translating the reporter mRNA were separated from the tight-coupled ribosomes by Ni<sup>2+</sup>-Nitrilotriacetic acid (NTA) chromatography. Reporter-enriched ribosomes were eluted with 250 mM imidazole in the lysis buffer. Specific rescue factors, rNase R and SmpB, associated with the ribosomes were detected by Western blot analysis.

RESULTS

Nonstop mRNA accumulates in the presence of tmRNA<sup>FT</sup> hybrid

SmpB and tmRNA perform the intricate task of trans-translation. A unique consequence of trans-translation is the selective elimination of aberrant mRNAs that cause ribosome stalling. Given the central role played by the C-terminal tail of SmpB and the mRNA-like domain of tmRNA, we sought to ascertain whether specific sequence determinants within these regions contributed to nonstop mRNA decay. To identify key SmpB and tmRNA sequence elements that facilitate nonstop mRNA decay, we engineered an SmpB hybrid composed of the RNA-binding core of the _E. coli_ SmpB protein and the C-terminal tail of the _F. tularensis_ SmpB, generating SmpB<sup>FT</sup> and a tmRNA hybrid where the ssrA-peptide coding sequence of _E. coli_ tmRNA was replaced with the corresponding sequence of _F. tularensis_ tmRNA, generating tmRNA<sup>FT</sup>. Using various combina-

### Table 1. List of plasmids used in this study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Plasmid</th>
<th>MCS1</th>
<th>MCS2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pBA-R</td>
<td>SmpB-tmRNA from <em>Escherichia coli</em></td>
<td>rNase R from <em>E. coli</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pB&lt;sup&gt;FT&lt;/sup&gt;A-R</td>
<td>SmpB C-terminal tail swapped with that of <em>Francisella tularensis</em> (residues 129–157)</td>
<td>rNase R from <em>E. coli</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pB&lt;sup&gt;FT&lt;/sup&gt;-R</td>
<td>tmRNA ORF swapped with that of <em>F. tularensis</em></td>
<td>rNase R from <em>E. coli</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pBA-R&lt;sup&gt;FT&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>SmpB-tmRNA from <em>E. coli</em></td>
<td>rNase R from <em>E. coli</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pB&lt;sup&gt;FT&lt;/sup&gt;A-R&lt;sup&gt;FT&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>SmpB C-terminal tail swapped with that of <em>F. tularensis</em></td>
<td>rNase R from <em>F. tularensis</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pB&lt;sup&gt;FT&lt;/sup&gt;-R&lt;sup&gt;FT&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>tmRNA ORF swapped with that of <em>F. tularensis</em></td>
<td>rNase R from <em>F. tularensis</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pB&lt;sup&gt;IF&lt;/sup&gt;A-R&lt;sup&gt;IF&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>SmpB variant I154D and M155E RNase R from <em>Escherichia coli</em></td>
<td>rNase R from <em>E. coli</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pB&lt;sup&gt;IF&lt;/sup&gt;128&lt;sup&gt;IF&lt;/sup&gt;A-R&lt;sup&gt;IF&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>SmpB variant G132E RNase R from <em>Escherichia coli</em></td>
<td>rNase R from <em>E. coli</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pBA&lt;sup&gt;IF&lt;/sup&gt;D&lt;sup&gt;IF&lt;/sup&gt;-R&lt;sup&gt;IF&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>tmRNA&lt;sup&gt;DD&lt;/sup&gt; (A9D and A10D) RNase R from <em>F. tularensis</em></td>
<td>rNase R from <em>E. coli</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pBA&lt;sup&gt;IF&lt;/sup&gt;ED&lt;sup&gt;IF&lt;/sup&gt;-R</td>
<td>tmRNA&lt;sup&gt;DE&lt;/sup&gt; (D3E and E4D) RNase R from <em>F. tularensis</em></td>
<td>rNase R from <em>E. coli</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Western blot analysis

Harvested cell pellets were resuspended in 1X Laemmli sample buffer, and boiled at 100°C for 30 min. For the purpose of analyzing the levels of RNase R, the samples were resolved by electrophoresis on 10% sodium dodecyl sulphate (SDS)-polyacrylamide gels. Resolved proteins were transferred to polyvinyl difluoride (PVDF) membrane. Western blot analysis was performed using primary polyclonal anti-rNase R antibody and secondary donkey anti-rabbit antibody conjugated to horseradish peroxidase (HRP). The bands were quantified using Image-J. To analyze lambda reporter gene expression, the samples were resolved by electrophoresis on 15% Tris–Tricine polyacrylamide gels. Resolved proteins were transferred to PVDF membranes. Western blot analysis was performed using primary monoclonal anti-His<sub>6</sub> antibody and secondary goat anti-mouse antibody conjugated to a fluorescent dye. The bands were detected using the Odyssey Infrared Imaging System.
In the accumulation of λ-NS mRNA in the presence of the tmRNA FT hybrid, suggesting that specific tmRNA determinants are required for proper engagement of RNase R on stalled ribosomes. We have recently shown that while the tmRNA FT hybrid could productively engage stalled ribosomes, it is unable to accurately establish the correct tmRNA reading frame (15). However, cognate hybrid SmpB (SmpB FT), carrying the F. tularensis C-terminal tail, is required to restore accurate tagging activity. Since the F. tularensis tmRNA ORF sequence is highly divergent from that of E. coli tmRNA (Supplementary Figure S1), it was possible that E. coli SmpB was unable to make functionally relevant contacts with tmRNA FT to promote nonstop mRNA degradation. We reasoned that the observed nonstop mRNA decay defect of tmRNA FT might be due to the absence of cognate SmpB FT. Remarkably, co-expression of the SmpB FT and tmRNA FT hybrids did not mitigate the observed nonstop mRNA degradation defect associated with tmRNA FT (Figure 1A). In contrast, expression of SmpB FT alongside E. coli tmRNA (SmpB FT–tmRNA) resulted in clearance of the nonstop mRNA to levels indistinguishable from cells expressing WT E. coli SmpB and tmRNA (Figure 1A). This result indicated that SmpB FT makes the required contacts with E. coli tmRNA, and likely the translation machinery, to facilitate RNase R enrichment and nonstop mRNA decay. To rule out the possibility that there was a general increase in the reporter mRNA abundance in the presence of the tmRNA FT hybrid, we analyzed the steady state level of the non-stop coding control reporter mRNA (λ-NS-S) by northern blot analysis. This evaluation showed that the levels of λ-NS mRNA in the presence of single and double hybrids were indistinguishable from cells expressing WT SmpB and tmRNA (Figure 1B), suggesting that the observed mRNA decay defect was specific to the trans-translation related deficiencies of the tmRNA FT hybrid. Taken together, these data suggested that swapping the E. coli tmRNA ORF with the corresponding F. tularensis sequence selectively impacted nonstop mRNA decay.

SmpB FT and tmRNA FT hybrids are active in tagging and ribosome rescue

Previous studies have shown that tmRNA nucleotides 86–122, in the region encompassing the mRNA-like domain, play a crucial role in the peptide tagging activity of tmRNA (15,21). Therefore, it was possible that the tmRNA FT hybrid was compromised in its ability to participate in trans-translation. To assess this possibility, we examined the capacity of the SmpB–tmRNA FT–tmRNA FT hybrid to co-translationally tag the λ-NS protein, the product of the nonstop reporter mRNA. As expected, and consistent with previous observations (15), this analysis showed that both hybrid constructs were equally proficient in co-translationally appending the ssrA degron to the reporter polypeptide, demonstrating that stalled ribosomes were successfully recognized and rescued by the SmpB FT–tmRNA FT double hybrid (Figure 2A).

SmpB and tmRNA regulate the intracellular stability of RNase R (35). Therefore, we examined whether the absence of either cognate E. coli SmpB or E. coli tmRNA altered...
some enrichment assays (20,34,36). Ribosomes decoding either the λ-cl-NS or the control λ-cl-S reporter mRNAs, both of which carry an N-terminal His6 epitope tag, were captured by Ni²⁺-NTA affinity chromatography from individual pools of tight-coupled ribosomes under high stringency conditions (34). The captured ribosomes were subjected to western blot analysis to assess the recruitment of RNase R to rescued ribosomes in the presence of the various combinations of single and double SmpB–tmRNA hybrids (Figure 3). Using this analysis, we observed a 3-fold enrichment of RNase R on ribosomes in the presence of the SmpB²⁻⁻tmRNA hybrid, suggesting that RNase R was able to productively engage tmRNA-rescued ribosome and capture the nonstop mRNA. In contrast, RNase R failed to productively engage on ribosomes rescued by the SmpB⁻⁻tmRNA²⁺⁻ and SmpB⁻⁻tmRNA²⁺⁻ hybrids (Figure 3A and B). These results suggested that the tmRNA²⁺⁻ hybrid, despite being capable of peptide tagging and ribosome rescue, is unable to establish the necessary contacts required for facilitating RNase R recruitment to rescued ribosomes. We routinely observe a low background level association of RNase R with ribosomes translating the control λ-cl-S reporter mRNA. Therefore, we report enrichment of RNase R on ribosomes translating the λ-cl-NS mRNA relative to the control λ-cl-S reporter. Furthermore, to ensure that we were evaluating SmpB–tmRNA rescued ribosomes, we also assessed enrichment of the SmpB–tmRNA rescue complex on ribosomes translating the λ-cl-S and λ-cl-NS reporter mRNAs. Consistent with previous studies (14,34,36), this analysis showed the expected enrichment of SmpB on ribosomes translating the λ-cl-NS reporter mRNA (Figure 3C). Curiously, ribosomes rescued from the λ-cl-NS nonstop mRNA by the tmRNA²⁺⁻ hybrid routinely yielded RNase R enrichment levels that were below the control λ-cl-S reporter. Taken together, these data suggest that the tmRNA ORF contains additional elements that make discrete functional contacts with the translation machinery to facilitate effective engagement of RNase R on rescued ribosomes. We infer from these findings that peptide tagging and the productive engagement of RNase R on stalled ribosomes are two independent attributes of the SmpB–tmRNA mediated trans-translation process.

RNase R²⁺⁻ does not mitigate the nonstop mRNA decay defect of tmRNA²⁺⁻

It was conceivable that the observed nonstop mRNA decay defect of the tmRNA²⁺⁻ hybrid was due to incompatibility of the E. coli RNase R (RNase R²⁺⁻) with sequence elements within the mRNA-like domain of tmRNA²⁺⁻. Alternatively, it was also possible that changes in the coding region of tmRNA²⁺⁻ had an indirect effect on RNase R recruitment, owing to alterations in interactions of the mRNA-like domain of tmRNA²⁺⁻ with the translation machinery. To distinguish between these possibilities, we expressed F. tularensis RNase R (RNase R²⁺⁻) along with various combinations of SmpB and tmRNA hybrids, and analyzed the steady state level of the λ-cl-NS reporter mRNA. Expression of RNase R²⁺⁻ and E. coli SmpB–tmRNA resulted in a basal level accumulation of the λ-cl-NS reporter mRNA that was indistinguishable from that of RNase R²⁺⁻ (Figure 4A). Remark-
Figure 3. Ribosomes rescued by hybrid tmRNA exhibit defects in RNase R recruitment. (A) Total ribosomes were obtained from cells co-expressing the indicated SmpB and tmRNA hybrid variants with the λ-cl-S or λ-cl-NS reporter mRNAs. Ribosomes translating the reporter mRNAs were isolated from the total ribosomes pool using Ni²⁺-NTA affinity chromatography. Equal numbers of captured ribosomes were resolved by electrophoresis on 10% SDS-polyacrylamide gels. Western blot analysis was performed to detect the presence of *Escherichia coli* RNase R (RNase REC). The intensity of the band corresponding to RNase REC was quantified using ImageJ. The top panel shows a representative western blot, using an RNase REC specific antibody, and the bottom panel shows a section of the corresponding Coomassie stained gel displaying equal protein loading. (B) The graph represents fold RNase REC enrichment on ribosomes translating the λ-cl-NS reporter compared to ribosomes translating the control λ-cl-S reporter (mean ± SEM). *P*-values were calculated by performing Student's *t*-test analysis on the association level of RNase REC with ribosomes translating λ-cl-NS and λ-cl-NS in the presence of SmpB⁻.tmRNA (ns, *n* = 5), SmpB⁻.tmRNA⁻fts (*P* = 0.0022, *n* = 5), SmpB⁺.tmRNA⁻fts (ns, *n* = 4), or SmpB⁺.tmRNA⁻fts (*P* = 0.01, *n* = 5). (C) A representative western blot showing SmpB enrichment on ribosomes translating the λ-cl-NS reporter. Ribosomes translating the stop and nonstop reporter mRNAs were isolated from the total ribosomes pool using Ni²⁺-NTA affinity chromatography. Equal numbers of captured ribosomes were resolved by electrophoresis on 10% SDS-polyacrylamide gels. Western blot analysis was performed to detect the presence of *E. coli* SmpB.

Figure 4. tmRNA ORF alterations lead to nonstop mRNA accumulation in the presence of *Francisella tularensis* RNase R. (A) A representative northern blot showing similar steady state abundance of λ-cl-NS nonstop mRNA in the presence of *Escherichia coli* and *F. tularensis*-derived RNase R (RNase REC and RNase RFT), respectively. (B) The top panel depicts a representative northern blot showing the steady state level of λ-cl-NS nonstop mRNA in the presence of the indicated SmpB and tmRNA hybrid variants and RNase RFT. The level of nonstop mRNA accumulation in the presence of single and double tmRNA ORF hybrids (lanes 3 and 4) is ∼5-fold higher than that of *E. coli* derived SmpB⁻.tmRNA. *P*-values were calculated by performing Student's *t*-test analysis with SmpB⁻.tmRNA and SmpB⁻.tmRNA⁻fts (*P* = ns), SmpB⁻.tmRNA and SmpB⁻.tmRNA⁻fts (*P* = 0.007), or SmpB⁻.tmRNA and SmpB⁻.tmRNA⁻fts (*P* = 0.0135). The accompanying graph shows the fold change in the steady state level of λ-cl-NS mRNA in the presence of indicated SmpB and tmRNA variants with respect to WT *E. coli* SmpB⁻.tmRNA. The data are from four independent experiments (mean ± SEM).
accumulation defect elicited by tmRNA<sup>FT</sup> was not alleviated in the presence of SmpB<sup>FT</sup>, wherein the functional pair was operating in concert to rescue stalled ribosome (Figure 4B). These data suggested that distinct sequence elements within the mRNA-like domain of tmRNA make specific contacts with the translation apparatus to facilitate RNase R recruitment.

**tmRNA ORF elements are essential for RNase R recruitment to stalled ribosomes**

We inferred from the aforementioned observations that the key elements involved in facilitating productive engagement of RNase R with stalled ribosomes reside within the tmRNA ORF. We reasoned that these sequence elements might play an important role in facilitating RNase R recruitment to stalled ribosomes. To test this hypothesis, we used a tmRNA variant where the two terminal alanine codons are changed to aspartic acid codons (tmRNA<sup>AA/DD</sup>), henceforth tmRNA<sup>DD</sup>). The tmRNA<sup>DD</sup> variant is known to be proficient in peptide tagging and ribosome rescue (8,12,16). To examine the effect of these defined tmRNA sequence changes on selective nonstop mRNA decay, we performed ribosome enrichment and nonstop mRNA stability assays in E. coli cells expressing the λ-<i>cI</i>-NS reporter. We observed that introduction of these modest tmRNA ORF changes were sufficient to disrupt the productive recruitment of RNase R to tmRNA-rescued ribosomes (Figure 5). Furthermore, the disruptive effect of the tmRNA<sup>DD</sup> variant was specific to this segment of the tmRNA ORF, as equivalent alterations elsewhere, for instance the third and fourth codons (tmRNA<sup>DE/DD</sup>), did not hamper RNase R association with stalled ribosomes (Figure 5). We also examined stability of the λ-<i>cI</i>-NS reporter mRNA in the presence of the tmRNA<sup>DD</sup> variant and observed a roughly 2.5-fold increase in the steady-state level (Figure 6) and half-life (T<sub>1/2</sub>) of the reporter mRNA (Supplementary Figure S2). These data indicated that specific tmRNA sequence elements were important for facilitating RNase R ribosome enrichment and the ensuing nonstop mRNA decay.

**RNase R captures defective mRNA after establishment of the tmRNA ORF**

Previous studies have demonstrated that enrichment of RNase R on stalled ribosomes is dependent on the activity of the SmpB-tmRNA rescue complex (20–22,37,38). Yet, the precise step at which RNase R performs its function has not been determined. In an effort to elucidate the mechanistic time frame during which RNase R initiates defective mRNA degradation, we utilized SmpB mutants that impair specific stages of the trans-translation process. We have shown that key residues in the C-terminal tail of SmpB play a critical role in engaging the ribosome and establishing the tmRNA ORF (14,15). For instance, glycine 132 (Gly132) acts as a hinge that confers flexibility on the C-terminal tail of SmpB, thus enabling proper positioning and establishment of the correct reading frame on the tmRNA ORF (15). Substitution of Gly132 with glutamate (SmpB<sup>G132E</sup>) prevents accommodation of tmRNA in the ribosomal A-site. Isoleucine 154 and Methionine 155 have been shown to play a crucial role in the tmRNA tagging activity (14). Substitution of these SmpB residues with negatively charged aspartic acid and glutamic acid (SmpB<sup>DE</sup>) results in substantial defects in its trans-translation function, with retention of very low level of tagging activity (14). Interestingly, both SmpB C-terminal tail variants are fully capable of binding tmRNA and delivering it to stalled ribosomes.

We sought to determine the effect of these SmpB variants on selective nonstop mRNA decay by RNase R. To this end, we evaluated the steady state abundance of the λ-<i>cI</i>-NS reporter mRNA in the presence of WT E. coli RNase

![Figure 5. Escherichia coli RNase R exhibits defects in enrichment on ribosomes rescued by tmRNA<sup>DD</sup>.](https://academic.oup.com/nar/article-abstract/42/17/11192/2903032)
Figure 6. RNase R initiates nonstop mRNA decay after establishment of the tmRNA reading frame. (A) A representative northern blot showing the steady state abundance of λ-cl-NS nonstop mRNA in the presence of SmpB–tmRNA, SmpB–tmRNAΔΔ, SmpBDE–tmRNA and SmpBG132E–tmRNA. The accompanying graph shows the relative steady state abundance of the λ-cl-NS nonstop mRNA in the presence of indicated variants with reference to SmpB–tmRNA. RNase R exhibits severe defect in degrading nonstop mRNA when ribosomes are rescued by SmpBDE–tmRNA or SmpBG132E–tmRNA. RNase R exhibits a moderate defect in degrading nonstop mRNA in the presence of SmpB–tmRNAΔΔ, wherein the reading frame is accurately established. *P-values were calculated by performing Student’s t-test analysis on the relative steady state abundance of the λ-cl-NS nonstop mRNA in the presence of SmpB–tmRNA and SmpB–tmRNAΔΔ (***P = 0.0039), SmpB–tmRNA and SmpBDE–tmRNA (***P = 0.0017) or SmpB–tmRNA and SmpBG132E–tmRNA (***P = 0.002). The data are from three independent experiments (mean ± SEM). (B) A representative western blot showing similar expression levels of RNase R in the presence of indicated SmpB and tmRNA variants.

R and either the SmpBDE or SmpBG132E variant and observed that RNase R-mediated nonstop mRNA degradation was markedly hindered (Figure 6A). The level of nonstop mRNA accumulation in the presence of SmpB–tmRNA and SmpBG132E variants was ~2.5-fold higher than that of tmRNAΔΔ variant. This difference in nonstop reporter accumulation cannot be attributed to the variation in the steady state expression level of RNase R in presence of SmpB and tmRNA variants (Figure 6B), and was thus likely due to a defect in the specific capture of the nonstop mRNA. To scrutinize this inference, we performed ribosome enrichment assay in the presence of the SmpBDE and SmpBG132E variants and assessed RNase R recruitment to ribosomes translating the λ-cl-NS reporter mRNA. This analysis revealed that both SmpB variants were incapable of facilitating RNase R enrichment on stalled ribosomes (Figure 7). Although there was a substantial defect in RNase R enrichment with the SmpB C-terminal tail and tmRNA ORF variants (Figure 7), we consistently observed a significantly greater defect in nonstop mRNA degradation in the presence of SmpBDE and SmpBG132E, as compared to tmRNAΔΔ (Figure 6A). We reasoned that since the peptide tagging activity and ORF establishment activities of the tmRNAΔΔ variant are not compromised, stalled ribosomes undergo proper termination, and the ribosomal subunits are efficiently recycled. As a result, the aberrant mRNA is exposed to cellular ribonucleases for degradation,
resulting in the observed relatively lower abundance of non-
stop mRNA with the tmRNA-DD variant as compared to the
SmpBDE and SmpBG132E variants.

We infer from the sum of these results that the produc-
tive recruitment of RNase R to stalled ribosomes requires
accurate establishment of the tmRNA ORF. We postulate
that specific sequence elements in the distal portion of the
mRNA-like domain of tmRNA makes distinct contacts
with the translation apparatus to facilitate optimal engage-
ment of RNase R on stalled ribosomes, thus enabling the
specific capture and targeted decay of nonstop mRNAs.

DISCUSSION

The SmpB–tmRNA complex orchestrates the elaborate
process of trans-translation, marshaling stalled ribosome to
resume translation and proceed to normal termination and
recycling. A hallmark of trans-translation is the RNase R-
mediated targeted decay of nonstop mRNAs. Given that
recruitment of RNase R to stalled ribosomes is reliant on
SmpB and tmRNA, it has been of particular interest to
delineate SmpB and tmRNA sequence elements that influ-
ence this targeted RNase R function. Our investigations re-
veal that the mere recognition of stalled ribosomes by the
SmpB–tmRNA complex is insufficient for productive re-
cruitment of RNase R to rescued ribosomes. The robust
degradation of nonstop mRNA by the E. coli and F. tularensis RNase R, in the context of SmpBFT–tmRNA EC,
demonstrates the requirement for active trans-translation in
facilitating recruitment of RNase R to stalled ribosomes. This
result also suggests that a functional SmpB C-terminal
tail, capable of promoting establishment of the tmRNA ORF,
is sufficient to engage RNase R in nonstop mRNA decay.
Analyses of defined SmpB C-terminal tail variants, with
distinct defects in establishment of the tmRNA ORF,
demonstrate that RNase R-mediated nonstop mRNA de-
cay requires establishment of the tmRNA ORF. SmpB C-
terminal tail variants that are competent in tmRNA binding
and ribosome recognition but fail to support establishment
of the tmRNA ORF as the surrogate template also fail to
facilitate productive engagement of RNase R on rescued ri-
bosomes. We interpret these data to signify that RNase R
is recruited to rescued-ribosomes at the same time or soon
after establishment of the tmRNA ORF as a surrogate tem-
plate.

Analysis of tmRNA hybrids and well-known tmRNA ORF
variants, that are fully competent in peptide tagging and
ribosome rescue, uncovered a novel role for distal ele-
ments of the tmRNA ORF that are required for mak-
ing crucial contacts with the stalled translation machinery
and recruitment of RNase R. Studies of the SmpBFT and
tmRNAFT hybrids suggest that unique sequence elements
of tmRNA interact directly with components of the riboso-
mal 30S subunit rather than RNase R. The observation that
the SmpBFT hybrid could not compensate for tmRNAFT as-
associated nonstop mRNA decay defect supports this conclu-
sion. The fact that the divergent RNase RFT was fully pro-
ficient in nonstop mRNA decay in the presence of E. coli
tmRNA but not in the presence of the tmRNAFT hybrid
suggested that direct contacts of RNase R with the cogen-
te tmRNA ORF are not required for productive engage-
ment of RNase R on stalled ribosomes. The mRNA-like
region and helix 5 of tmRNAFT differs significantly from
E. coli tmRNA, both in length and nucleotide composition
(Supplementary Figure S1). While the tmRNA EC ORF en-
codes for a 10 amino acid tag, the tmRNAFT ORF is greater
than twice the length, encoding for a 22 amino acid tag.
Although the last two codons of both the E. coli and F.
tularensis tmRNA ORF encode for alanine, the sequence
of the two synonymous alanine codons is dissimilar—the
tmRNAFT ORF uses 5′-GCU-GCC-3′ whereas the E. coli
tmRNA ORF uses 5′-GCA-GCU-3′ as alanine codons. We
reason that these differences in length and sequence com-
position result in a less than ideal positioning of the ulti-
mate and penultimate codons and helix 5 with respect to the
translation machinery, perhaps components of the mRNA
entry channel, thus rendering tmRNAFT deficient in facil-
ilitating RNase R recruitment and nonstop mRNA decay.
We infer from these observations that the putative contacts
made by tmRNA ORF with the translation apparatus are
not essential for the peptide tagging and ribosome rescue
activities. Instead, these contacts are a prerequisite for fa-
cilitating productive engagement of RNase R with rescued
ribosomes. We propose that the tmRNA ORF, more specif-
ically the ultimate and penultimate codons, make neces-
sary contacts with the stalled translation apparatus to set
the stage for RNase R recruitment and selective nonstop
mRNA decay. We postulate that interactions of the tmRNA
ORF with 30S ribosomal RNA or protein(s) plays a sig-
ificant role in coordinating this process. The finding that
the divergent RNase RFT can support nonstop mRNA de-
cay in the presence of tmRNA EC but not in the presence
of tmRNAFT is consistent with the postulate that critical con-
tacts with the stalled translation machinery are made by the
distal part of the tmRNA ORF.

Ribosomes are dynamic molecular machines capable of
exploring a range of functional conformational states. The
structural dynamics of ribosomal 30S and 50S subunits play
pivotal roles at various stages of the decoding process.
Recent biochemical and structural studies confirm the capa-
city of the ribosome to explore a number of previously un-
detected conformations in response to distinct translation
factors or RNA sequence signals (31,39–43). For instance,
a hyper-rotated state is observed for ribosomes translat-
ing frame-shift inducing structured mRNAs, with the struc-
tured sequences poised at the mRNA entry channel (40).
The inference drawn from these and related studies could be
that interactions of structured mRNAs with components of
the mRNA entry channel stimulate a conformational state
that influences frame-shifting efficiency. Most relevant to
our findings, a recent cryo-EM study sheds new light on the
dynamic structural changes that occur in the 30S sub-
unit during accommodation of the mRNA-like domain of
tmRNA (31). Of particular interest is the large movement
of the 30S latch (wide-open latch state)—resulting in a gap
of ~20Å between helix 34 and the G530 region of the 30S
subunit—that permits the loading of mRNA-like domain of
tmRNA into the ribosomal mRNA entry channel. Intrigu-
ingly, the distal part of the tmRNA ORF, where the last two
codons are located, appears to interact directly with compo-
nents of the mRNA entry channel during this stage of trans-
translation. Specific interactions of the distal segment of the
mRNA-like domain of tmRNA with elements of the 30S subunit provides a plausible explanation for the observed species-specific nature of the impact of the tmRNA ORF on nonstop mRNA decay. We favor this interpretation and propose that crucial interactions of the ultimate and penultimate codons of the tmRNA ORF with the 30S subunit might elude unique conformational states of the 30S subunit that are essential for RNase R to engage rescued ribosomes and gain access to the 3′ end of the defective mRNA.

In light of these findings, there are two possible mechanisms for RNase R to engage rescued ribosomes. One pathway could be analogous to eukaryotic nonstop mRNA decay, where Ski7p, the SKI protein complex and the exosome gain access to ribosomal A-site, capture non-stop mRNA, and promote ribosomal subunit disassembly (44,45). The alternative pathway could involve selective recruitment of RNase R to the vicinity of the mRNA exit channel, where the ribonuclease is strategically positioned to capture the emerging nonstop mRNA. Since establishment of the tmRNA reading frame and commencement of the trans-translation process are prerequisites for recruitment of RNase R, it is unlikely that the nonstop mRNA would be captured via an exosome-like pathway. We reason that the bacterial nonstop mRNA surveillance system is fundamentally distinct from the known eukaryotic surveillance pathways, as it requires continuation of translation for marking of the aberrant nascent polypeptide for proteolysis and relies on normal translation termination, on a stop codon provided by the tmRNA ORF, for ribosome recycling. While further experiments are necessary to decipher the intricate details of this process, it is tempting to speculate that select contacts of the distal part of the tmRNA ORF with the components of the mRNA entry channel promote a unique conformational state of the 30S subunit that provides a spatio-temporally controlled window of opportunity for RNase R to bind in the vicinity of the mRNA exit channel and capture the emerging nonstop mRNA.
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